
My central statement: 

Space and place seem to be of secondary
relevance in

the field of oral history 

Hüsnü Yegenoglu





Mnemonics - or the art of remembering 
Francis Yates, The Art of Memory, (1966) 

Usually it is the written narrative that forms the foundation of
classical oral history. However, the spatial narrative or the
spatialization of narratives should form a equally significant
approach of oral history.

Thereby, buildings and houses inhabited in certain periods of
lifetime do form mnemonic devices that still carry traces of
personal &  collective biographies worth being remembered. 



Spatial turn - or the post-modern epoch of simultaneity 

- Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 1974

- Michel Foucault, Of Other Spaces, The epoch of simultaneity, 
1984

- Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, Spatial 
practices, 1984

- Edward Soja, Thirdspace, 1991

Soja does understand spatial turn as a permanent paradigm shift 
representing the transition from the modern to the postmodern 
age.

- Karl Schlögel, In Space We Read Time, 2017
The nexus between time & space & action
(history & locus & social practice)



The biography of an ordinary Amsterdam apartment block as 
a microcosm of architectural and social history 



The relevance of mnemonics 
The listener: ‘I remember the day…..’ 

The relation between social memory and spatial memory



The analysis of interviews 
(the impact of social action and spatial condition for remembering)

The analysis of the interviews  71% spatial objects / 29% time indications



The street and the apartment block as a micro-cosmos

Neighbours and friends: The invisible border between the ‘decent’ and ‘non-decent’ sides of the street
Selma no. 37 deported in 1943; aunt Cor and uncle Rinus, nr. 26; Lisle no. 27…….)



Memory maps - Slowly memory recall 



4th of May: Remembrance Day / (Dodenherdenking). A sequence of handkerchiefs
In the Danie Theronstreet become a part of the collective and individual memory  



The ‘Stumbling block (Stolpersteine) bring back of  the names of deported residents
Günther Demning





Arguing for: 

The spatialization of history in general 
and of oral history

in particular.
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